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Bryant Community Responds to Racial Comments

By Annmarie Novak
Staff Writer

Recently a campus wide email was sent by President Maclehey. Within the email President Maclehey quickly states how a few students inappropriately used racist slander towards an individual on campus. President Maclehey states in the email, "We will not tolerate even one incident of this kind. It is an environment that is increasingly global, we must learn to live and work together.

As such, after reading this email students reacted a variety of ways. Some students were even concerned and did not believe racism actually existed. President of MISU Alissa Soto said, "I felt connected by such a vague email by the president to the possibility that I was aware of any little change or occurrence on campus but when something serious happens such as the incident to Kisha Moore, I felt disconnected to the situation."*

On the evening of Friday, April 9, a phone call was placed to Professor Kisha Moore. Of course as most know, Friday afternoon begins the weekend for all students, faculty, and administration. So when Professor Moore walked into her office discussing Monday, April 12, she began to listen to her weekend voice mail. While listening, an outrageous message began to play. The message came from two young men. The first young man stated the message with "This is the police," he proceeded to begin a strange rant in an Indian accent according to Kisha Moore. Once he completed his actions he proceeded to toss the phone towards another nose. This young man began by asking "Where is the (*** you) been?" He continued using extreme amount of profanity until he ended the call with "You ***(*(^)*(*)*" followed by the word "peace" and a click of the phone.

After Moore heard this message, she quickly made a film, facsimile Reply to DPS and posted the call to students, faculty, and the Administration. DPS brought the report to the attention of the Bias Incident Committee. The committee had discussed the possibility of Moore being a target of a hate crime and what DPS was doing. This Committee was created in the Fall of 2001 with a purpose to create reporting procedures, make recommendations for new policies, and create information for educational purposes about hate crimes. According to the committee does not specifically do the investigations, but ensures everything possible is done to help a victim.

In the Fall of 2003 the committee gave every student and faculty a brochure that paragraphed explains procedures, where you can locate forms, given the web site, and bar information about what a bias incident is. The committee is always open to new ideas to help make it easier for students to report incidents.

Assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs Judy Kawamoto said, "If you are a victim, please report it. Changes only happen when a person brings the attention forward." Not a lot of people on campus report their bias incidents. Kawamoto said, "Report the incident even if you do not want a follow-up." The committee wants to know all issues so that they can make changes accordingly.

Each student can reach the bias hotline at 232-6563 or email by bias@bryant.edu. Bias incident reports are available in the DPO office, Student Affairs, Residence Life, Human Resources, or on the web site. web Bryant.edu. The information relating to the two young men were considered unusual/unlikely right now. The faculty members do have calls of but only back to the last ten months. By the time Moore went to locate her incident, it was too late.

The phone company, Verizon, will not release the number without the police involvement. Last Friday on May 3, Moore went to police to bring up charges for harassment/ridicule right now. The Rhode Island laws do contain hate crimes. Moore said, "These people should be dealt with appropriately and inform them their actions are unacceptable."

Once reporting and sharing the incident with faculty and student, Professor Moore discovered she was not the only victim of such on at Bryant College. Many students were brought to Moore's attention. It looked like a broad scope of racial slander and discrimination has now shown extensive proof in the Bryant Community.

According to Moore, other acts of threats and racism have happened to other international/multicultural students and faculty. Moore made a phone call towards an international student did this was "the INS, Paul, and it disappeared." This situation, another call, from off campus, turns out to be a member of the individual "they were running the Bryant Community by bringing in hate crimes," according to the student. The attention or call was about hate crimes that the situation involved foreign and international people.

Where does Bryant College stand on racism, and how does the school plan to move forward to light of the incident? President in MSU Alissa Soto said, "This incident comes at a time when we are building a brand new language program, trying to build global presence, and attract more multicultural and international students." Perhaps this is to show that just because you do the above things does not change the conservative culture of Bryant.

So what are the future plans? After the incident, some of Bryant's faculty wrote a letter to President Maclehey. The letter brought up a list of areas the faculty as a whole, wanted to see done around campus. One letter displayed a letter written to the student body by the President. The second area dealt with a town meeting to discuss ideas and misunderstanding of other races. Lastly, the faculty wants information provided for the Bryant community sports to try and help decrease hostility against the student body.

Approved by the faculty letter, students began writing their own letters. Within those letters, they brought in recent incidents they had experienced and ideas to help them to student community. According to Alissa Soto's letter she says, "Let us work together to discuss the situation and to begin treating each other as unique individuals.

Student Senate has not forgotten the situation at hand. While discussing with Senate President, Quentin Plapp, he informed of the presentation plan to other. Their first act of operation is sending a letter to the President for President Maclehey, Vice President of Student Affairs, MISU, and Vice President of Academic Affairs, cont'd on page 3.

Club Sports Air Grievances

By Vanessa Wernik
Ebenizer Mills-Robertson
Staff Writer

On April 30, several Bryant club sports were present at a forum designed to give grievances to and obtain answers from the Athletics Department. The forum was the result of the efforts of Jessica Donovan, a senior and one of the vice presidents for Rauquenball. According to Donovan, the forum was established also to foster better communication between club sports and the Athletics Department. Present at the forum were Athletic Director Richard Dankel, Assistant Director of Student Activities, Thomas Carney, General Assistant Athletic Director for Competitive/Non-Competitive Coaching and Mark Carney, Club Sports Coordinator/Assistant Women's Head Basketball Coach. For club sports, wrestling, rugby, racquetball, cheerleading, and dance teams showed up to present their problems.

Complaints ranged from scheduling and budget to other issues such as recognition, transportation and misplacement or severely delayed equipment. According to Dan Garvin, a club sport is "an interning entity, funded by Senate and Student Activities and fundraising by individual clubs."

A scandal involved in the process explain why Rich Dankel as Director for Student Activities. Garvin explained that Mark Casiero met on a weekly basis to report issues concerning club sports to him. According to his immediate superior and John Repert, Associate Director of Athletics. Before the forum was even underway. Casiero suggested that individually meetings with club presidents to have smoother communication on the agenda. The scheduling meeting was to consider the large problem club sports had with athletics.

According to Mike Meadows who represented... cont'd on page 4.
Prisoners from Abu Ghraib prison dropped off north of Baghdad

By Robert Marwan
Kuwaiti Arab Newspaper (KRN)

Scores of prisoners released from the controversial Abu Ghraib prison Tuesday were forced into a bus after a nearly five-hour journey through central Iraq. The prisoners were bussed to U.S. military bases before being deposited without explanation in the middle of a gravel quarry near Saddam Hussein’s hometown of Tikrit.

It was unclear why the detainees, who numbered in the hundreds, were dropped off at the remote location 120 miles north of Baghdad. A few were still yelling about on the dirt roads where they were released when a reporter and photographer arrived.

The bizarre ordeal for the detainees came as the U.S. military was trying to deter the prisoner-abuse scandal that erupted last week. The release showed Iraqis at Abu Ghraib being subjected to various humiliating acts. The prisoners were stripped and forced to simulate sexual acts.

U.S. military officials did not respond to several requests for comment about the way the detainees were treated Tuesday. Soldiers who escorted the convoy said briefly that there were orders to mix up, but they quickly drove away.

One of the Iraqis drivers said angrily as he was driving: "They are playing with us. They are trying to destroy us. They are not the first time."

However, some detainees said they hadn’t been treated while in Abu Ghraib, which was notorious for torture under the former Saddam Hussein regime. "I’ve been treated well," said Jamil Hannawi, 41, who was*I bring south of Tikrit and spent four months in the prison.

When asked if he saw other prisoners being abused, he replied: "I did not see anything." Ayad Ibrahim, 30, of Basra, was hoping to find his brother. Mohammed, 20, on one of the buses. Ibrahim said he and his brother were detained about a month ago.

Rather than complain about Abu Ghraib, he knows his next stop.

Seeking summer work? Ask Uncle Sam

By Andrea Cohen
The Anchorage (AK) Daily News (KRN)

Terms and college students on the job hunt often instinctively look to the familiarity of the mall, but they shouldn’t neglect federal and local government agencies in their search.

While government-run web sites such as StudentJobs.com and USAJobs.info don’t make the search particularly easy, there are some gems hidden amongst the mazes.

"Government jobs have a reputation for low pay, not being very exciting and every other bad thing you can imagine," said John Hooper, chief executive of outsourcing firm Challenge Grey & Christmas.

Nothing could be further from the truth. There are some great jobs here that might be great places to start a career.

The FHA is hiring high-school and college students for its summer work program, paying $9.50 to $11.75 per hour for work in Washington, according to the listing on the federal government’s web site.

And, according to the same site, the government agency is seeking "recreation ancillaries," at various locations along the coasts to help "support "prevention for recreation and marine construction projects."

Students can apply for a variety of jobs as clerical, the Energy Department’s Idaho office, with pay starting at $9.50 to $9.86 per hour, an "assembly facility" in Utah, with a starting wage of $12.56 per hour, according to another federal site, StudentJobs.
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Career Assistance After Graduation

By Megan Harlow
National News Staff

As a phenomenon, internship placement is one major concern for seniors as they look for jobs. During the school year, the Office of Career Services will be available to help students find jobs.

As the seniors graduate, Career Services will continue to remain in a similar manner. Director of Career Services Christa Clarke's message to seniors is, "If you are graduating and you have not secured employment, there are many ways we can work with you."

On Monday, Career Services offered a workshop specifically geared towards seniors with job issues entitled "Graduating Without a Job: Now What?"

The workshop's aim was to motivate discouraged students and teach at least fifteen different strategies for job searching, including those with a financial crunch.

Beasley was also present to talk about her own experience working with Career Services while looking for a job in the Human Resources field. Beasley was offered the job after she filled out the application and interviewed. She was thus able to get a better job at her current company.

The Office of Career Services has advice for student graduating without jobs.

1. Write a letter to your professors. They are in a position to help you with your job search.


3. Network with alumni. They can provide job leads and valuable advice.

4. Utilize online resources such as LinkedIn and networking websites.

5. Consider part-time or temporary employment to gain experience and build your resume.

6. Apply for internships and co-op programs if available.

7. Consider self-employment or starting a business.

8. Attend job fairs and career fairs on college campuses.

9. Follow up with employers who did not offer positions.

10. Keep applying and don't give up.

---

Racial Issues

cont'd from page 1

Student購買

The letter is going to appear on the cover of the student newsletter this week, and are also planning to put a procedure to help victims of these misconceptions on campus.

President of the Student Association Omar Rodriguez said, "If the students body looks like this, any students feel this way, we have to change it." If Bryant's community wants to change, they have to look at our community and the way we interact with each other.

Chalk Muralist

cont'd from page 1

By Shannon Noonan
Staff Writers

On Tuesday May 4, The Art Association and Student Affairs sponsored a Chalk Mural Contest. The contest was held outside on the front patio of the Bryant Center. Adam Pock, a freshman art student at Rhode Island of Design, won during the contest to invite students to join in the fun.

The Art Association picked Adam from a group of students. Also present during the day was Andy Kawanami, Associate in the Vice President of Student Affairs. Music was provided by the Bryant Center, and students played by playing during this time to take a look at the art pieces.

The Art Association has been known for its artistic and creative chalk designs. Bryant is left with a large red dragon to remember the presence of Adam Pock.

---

The Office of Student Activities would like to recognize the efforts made by Bryant student organizations that have participated in acts of community service over the course of the 2003-2004 academic year. Gaining perspective of life outside the walls of the classroom is part of Bryant's mission and service is fundamental to our greater society.

Bryant clubs and organizations that participated in acts of community service include:

- Alliance for Women's Awareness (AWA)
- Bryant Athletics
- Bryant Help
- Bryant Marketing Association (BMA)
- Bryant Outdoor Adventure Club (BOAC)
- Bryant Psychology Association
- Delta Chi
- Delta Zeta
- International Student Organization (ISO)
- Multicultural Student Union (MSU)
- Phi Sigma Sigma
- Sigma Sigma Sigma
- Student Programming Board (SPB)
- Student Senate
- Tau Epsilon Phi
- Tau Kappa Epsilon

Thank you to these clubs and organizations for their work and for reporting their service. There surely are more acts of community service being done by clubs and organizations each day.

Wishing you and your organization's members a successful end of classes and final exam season!
Sports Clubs could start from page 1
Bryant Cheerleaders along with Lake Bluff school scheduling was a systematic issue and cheerleading found a new practice space. A few times, they had practiced outside in the winter although they had reserved the MAC. The student body, particularly the Marine Fins of Bryant Rugby, believed the issue of scheduling was systematic and although they had arranged for the field ahead of time for tournaments, they raced to the practice field at the same time. The greatest concern was the Bryant Rugby infected to New England Rugby Football Union (NERFU) proving not compliant in sending references. To breather the sentiment of scheduling, Tim Watson of the Rugby team also argued not being able to book the rugby court for practices would prevent them from receiving a senior athletics administration. They also could not have the same practice facility during days the Athletics Department had events. Concerns were on other courts according to Cindy Del Valle, President of the Club. Dealing with these problems one at a time, Bryant explained to Cheerleading that it had a 3.97 GPA second highest for the MAC during the winter season which he expected that athletics was not really checking those bookings in a departmental level.高度重视 the NERFU scheduling and Rugby that it would be a simpler procedure to book fields on a mid-week level. However, he also cautioned that the weather could play a factor in certain game days and as such scheduling would forever remain a problematic issue. In response to Rugby’s ability to reserve the court, the concern was that it was an unfortunate incident which had never happened.” Bryant also voiced that if rugby gave athletics games with basketball, they would post the team there.

Storage was another issue which the Athletics Department had dealt with due to the construction of the MAC. The racquetball team expressed issues with their courts being booked up at times, which made more players squeeze onto less courts. This was a safety problem, Gavitt explained that this should only have to be resolved as an average of practice. Gavitt also expressed his belief of the clubs sports were responsible for enforcing policies such as other sports destroying the racquetball courts (whether it be through wearing shoes or using racquetball balls). Because athletics can not monitor the sports at all times, it was the responsibility of racquetball to inform other information on what is appropriate.

Safety was big on the agenda at the forum. The Cheerleaders issue with space included the problem of practice space that allowed them in room numbers safety. In order to practice more safely, Cheerleading required practice mats but could not enforce them because they would have no place to store them.

Transportation to off campus events was a necessity for many clubs. Currently, renting vans is the only option for clubs which had the cost of renting vans and hiring a chauffeur with a valid license in Rhode Island. However, costs have to be excessive and as such clubs have to find ways to cover the rest of the costs. Gavitt explained that there are vans available on campus, but varsity does have priority. Wreathing has benefited from some of the clubs in the forum.

Some of the clubs at the forum:

- Be an issue once a year, and when the season is over, they need the space.
- Gavitt also expressed his belief of the clubs sports were responsible for enforcing policies such as other sports destroying the racquetball courts (whether it be through wearing shoes or using racquetball balls). Because athletics can not monitor the sports at all times, it was the responsibility of racquetball to inform other information on what is appropriate.
- Safety was big on the agenda at the forum. The Cheerleaders issue with space included the problem of practice space that allowed them in room numbers safety. In order to practice more safely, Cheerleading required practice mats but could not enforce them because they would have no place to store them.
- Transportation to off campus events was a necessity for many clubs. Currently, renting vans is the only option for clubs which had the cost of renting vans and hiring a chauffeur with a valid license in Rhode Island. However, costs have to be excessive and as such clubs have to find ways to cover the rest of the costs. Gavitt explained that there are vans available on campus, but varsity does have priority. Wreathing has benefited from

Project REWARDS

EARN REWARDS for cutting down your cigarette smoking!

- May be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:
  - a current daily smoker
  - between the ages of 18 - 24
  - enrolled in college

- Earn a variety of rewards valued up to $100 by providing us with daily CQ readings.

- Earn cash bonuses for keeping all of your appointments.

- Earn up to $175 for follow-up appointments.

For more information, please contact Polly Priel at 444-1814 or e-mail us at REWARDS@brown.edu.

Bryant College
Department of Public Safety

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!

Before leaving campus at the end of Spring Semester, please return your room key.

For your convenience a key drop box is located at the Entry Control Station (ECS). Be sure to place your key in an envelope with your name, hall, and room number on it before you leave the ECS.

Keys without envelopes or envelopes that are marked will not be credited.

Please contact Brian O'Conner, ECS Locksmith, if you have any concerns or questions (x6061).

What is your next step?

Have you thought about graduate school in Boston?

Cultural programs, new facilities, and emerging research opportunities are among the reasons why the Northeastern University Graduate School provides you with a significant advantage. You can take a look at our graduate programs at www.neu.edu/graduate.

In the heart of Boston, your research will be at the forefront.

Find out more at the Boston Graduate Fair May 17-18.

Northeastern University

The Archway
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**Department of Public Safety Log**

**VANDALISM (AUTO) APR 26 2004 at 14:05**
Person reporting vehicle vandalized to be a blue Toyota in the Hall 16 lot.

**ACCIDENT APR 27 2004 at 09:38**
A student called and reported DAPS of parked cars with damage to C Car. Request for SPD to take report of hit and run. Support vehicle was found on the 15-1st and unoccupied.

**VANDALISM (SCHOOL) APR 27 2004 at 12:05**
A student reports the sliding glass window in his room was broken.

**EMT CALL APR 28 2004 at 16:48**
A student was treated and escorted back to his residence from the Chico Athletic Center.

**LARCENY THEFT APR 29 2004 at 17:26**
A student wants to speak to an officer in regards to a stolen screen from his house.

**VANDALISM (RES) APR 30 2004 at 01:13**
A student reports that their boyfriend's room was broken into.

**EMT CALL APR 30 2004 at 02:58**
An officer stationed at the EUC received a call stating that a female was having a seizure in a residence hall.

**TRESPASSING APR 23 2004 at 18:56**
A vehicle was escorted off campus.

**THEFT (LARCENY) APR 29 2004 at 19:00**
A reported theft of a cell phone from the Chase Athletic Center.

**VANDALISM (RES) MAY 1 2004 at 02:43**
DAPS Dispatch was called and informed that someone had thrown a bottle through the windows of a townhouse.

**EMT CALL MAY 2 2004 at 02:39**
RD reported that an EMT is needed for a semi-conscious male. SD has been requested for transport.

---

**Attention Students: Start Earning Cash Now!**

**Work Part Time Now and Full Time in the Summer!**

Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience necessary. Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a fast-paced automated environment producing bakery products. Limited positions available. Potential to earn $14.35/hr, incentive pay ($12.55/hr to start)! $1.00/hr. shift differential!

We will work around your school schedule!

**Check out our great summer program!!!**

Opportunity to qualify for an end of summer bonus! (Average student bonus of $400)

Great schedules to choose from:
- 5 Days Off Per Week! (8 hour shifts)
- 4 Days Off Per Week! (10 or 12 hour shifts)

Schedules are Sun/Mon/Wed or Thu/Fri/Sat!
Starts at 11:00 am, 1:00 pm, 3:00 pm or 5:00 am.

To apply, call Gold Medal Bakery at 1-800-642-7568, ext. 799 or email dpavem@goldmedalbakery.com

---

**Graduating Seniors Consolidate**

**Your Student Loans Today and save more each month!**

Did you know you will pay more in interest when you consolidate eligible student loans through the Federal Direct Consolidation Program compared to when you consolidate with the Student Loan Consolidation Center (SLCC)?

It’s true. You don’t have to pay more in interest because SLCC offers some of the best borrower benefits in the industry.

By consolidating with SLCC, you can lump more of your money each month and reduce your interest rate at the same time.

If you are graduating this year please call the SLCC toll-free number today at 800-864-7065 and we will help you PAY LESS now.

---

**Campus News**

**Major Organizations E-Boards 2004-2005**

**Student Senate**
- President: Quentin Phelps
- Vice President: Matt Willis
- Secretary: Missy Meadows
- Treasurer: Brian Levin

**Student Programming Board**
- President: Dan Reppen
- Vice President: Brant Clayman
- Secretary: Colin Sullivan
- Treasurer: Steve Vigliotti

**MSU**
- President: Janet Ochamps
- African American Enterprise: Jesse Lewis
- Pacific Realm: Jenny Tam
- Latino View: Johnny Leyva
- Secretary: Adam Redford
- Treasurer: Valerie Paul
- Historian: Brian Ferrera

**ISO**
- President: Stanley Lomangino
- Vice President: Brittany Michaels
- Secretary: Paul Junpa
- Treasurer: Alice Chan
- Other: Will Dennen
- Other: Vi Pahin

**Commuter Connection**
- To be determined

**Ledger**
- Editor: Andrew Robinson
- Asst. Editor: Laura Nadeau
- Copy Editor: Jessica Weisbe
- Business Editor: Shimi Sweeney
- Photo Editor: Andrew Vital

**WJMF**
- General Manager: Adam Muccino
- E-board to be determined

**Archway**
- Editor-in-Chief: Beth Thornton
- Managing Editor: Brian Levin
- Business Manager: Justin Settle

**Greek Leadership**
- IFC President: Anthony Furnari
- IFC Vice President: Austin Rice
- IFC Rush Chairman: Chris Frank
- IFC Treasurer: Chris Patina
- IFC Secretary/FR Chairperson: Josh Wells

**Panhellenic President: Danielle Schools**
- Vice President: Recruitment-Alexis Rogers
- Vice President: Programming-Marcy Spada
- Treasurer: Elena Roht
- Co-Secretary/PR chairperson: Thais Schulman
Campus News

The Future of our Residence Halls

By Emily Gianinetti
Staff Writer

With the semester coming to a close, many students are wondering about the housing situations for next year. Will first-year students still be living in Hal 6? Will second year students be living in Hal 6 or Floors? Do singles qualify for the six-person hall? According to Julie Leblanc of Residence Life, "First-year students will be living in Hal 6 along with upperclass students. 3 of the price tags are Hal 6 price tags."

Additionally, Leblanc notes that the exception to the townhouse, only upperclass students, will not be as long this year, as there will only be one townhouse in Hal 6. "There may not be extra rooms for floor 3," says Leblanc. "There will be no extra rooms for floor 2."

As far as the major new changes, Hal 6 will be turned into a one-person living area. The major new change will be in Hal 6, where all residents will have significant changes in housing students. "This year, my being right now," explains Leblanc. "As far as the major new changes, Hal 6 will continue to accommodate in-person housing."

With such a change and an increasing rate of students and a wondrous array of potential changes and new halls for the future, "I am on the Residence Life Task Force, a committee looking at building new halls and renovating some buildings," says Leblanc. "We are in the process of evaluating the need for such additions and changes right now." A committee dedicated to our halls and our potential

Fall 2004 Brings New Homes to Displaced Offices

By Megan Regla
Staff Writer

Bryant is expected to be going through many more changes this semester. This summer, the major changes to the taking place are in the Bryant Center and Koffler. Since all renovations that management in charge of Hal 6 is looking into beds that allow for different levels of accessibility. These include beds that are being converted to move to the new building. Koffler. Since all renovations have been completed, there may be an area that can be used for extra space in the guest lounge and there will be an area for additional student seating in the meeting rooms.

The biggest part of the renovation is the Bryant Center and the Bryant Center will be the Game Room Areas. The International Center will be moving in, along with MBSU. Dr. Eakin says, "It will be a positive thing to have MBSU and ISO in the Bryant Center." Now all major student organizations will be housed in one place, with the exception of Greek Life will be in the Bryant Center. "Bryant Life will not be in Hal 6, which is where they were located previously. There has been talk about moving Greek Life back, but not for the moment."

The Game Room will be moved to rooms 21, and the business rooms 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, but it still have football, air hockey, ping pong, and pool. There will still be an eatery in the rooms. So what happens to Nick's Place, the old student business office? Nick's Place was the of the moment, there's a move to move the Game Room. The final section of the Game Room will be moved. To the students, the business will be expanded into the Game Room. When students are on the first floor, they will be able to get in the building. Dr. Eakin says that by relocating the bookstores and the print shop into the Game Room, it will be more convenient and the bookstores will be able to be, "I would love it to be able to fully functional in the new renovated area."

The first floor of the Bryant Center will be receiving new furniture and design that will somewhat follow the design of Slawson Dining Hall, but will be quite different in terms of the floor. The movement is to bring students together. The renovation is to make the floor more comfortable. More students will be able to use the Bryant Center at once. "It will also help with recruiting students," Dr. Eakin said. "It will also help with recruiting students, the renovations keep the campus current."

All construction will be started in the fall and finished in the spring. This means that there is "some construction going on in Hal 6 and the Bryant Center to be used and running by the time the students return." So everyone can enjoy the new center rooms and hope for a good time at the beginning of fall semester.

A moving truck outside hall 6 helps with the relocation of offices for making room for next year's international Hall.

Sleep for Science

Sleep Your Summer Away

Healthy adults ages 21-25 are needed to help with an important study about Sleep, Circadian Rhythms, and Alcohol. Part of the 4-week study involves spending 2 weeks at our research facility on the East Side of Providence. Participants will be compensated for their time and effort. For more information, call Study at (401) 42-8440, Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. or visit www.sleepforscience.org

Bradley Hospital
A Harvard Partner

The Sleep for Science Research Lab is affiliated with the Hospital and Brown Medical School.

Falling in Love"
Letter to the Editor

By Aliana Noto
President, MSA

Many students have expressed their concerns about the recent comment by a student in the Students Speak column of The Chronicle. Yes, there have been other student’s opinions which have made students irritated and disturbed, but then the difference lies in #1. The student is in a position of leadership and influence. #2. There is a recognizable leader, and finally the students look up to her. As a result, they are more inclined to pay more attention to her actions and comments. Thus, as a student and not an instructor, responsibilities, RAs, go through extensive training in the summer and throughout the year, and students must have gone through some sort of training as well.

Though she may not have meant it in a derogatory way, others took it as just that. There are plenty of words in the English Language, which can be taken out of context, which is why we as role models must learn how to communicate better in both cultural and multicultural language. If you don’t know what that is, it’s a good thing you came to college.

Although Nappy here by Candice Fitzgerald is not a big fan of the term, girls named Brenda who has nappy hair. The book discusses how her culture is from God and connects her to her African and African American roots. She also has a cat, brown girl who should be proud of her achievements and her hair makes her appear more special.

#2 If students were bothered by comments like this, the Trustees and the administration would have been notified. Obviously the campus did not take note of the comments or they would have written about it as well. Students may be aware of the archway staff about her comments, yet no one did anything. What about the concerns of the students. If you feel something is wrong, please let us know, don’t let it sit then pass it to use it as a means to satisfy an argu-

Opinion

Simon Says: What's Your El? By Toby Simon Staff Columnist

There was a time when everyone thought that one of the biggest benefits of having an El was a .70% IQ. While the past few years this has not been true, Els are still the hot topic and bringing back the beauty of anthropoge origins. The African American lifestyle, the El states nappy is “about so much more than hair.” It is about reclamation and respecting our culture. We have been conditioned to hate one of our most unique characteristics our hair in its natural state. We have been conditioned to accept European standards of beauty and to reject our own (AAH)

We live. The Bryant community is at a disadvantage because sensitive to their various cultures, religions, lifestyles and music. We are all victims of using offensive language with- out realizing it, which affects someone. For the future pay more attention to your comments and actions as they will affect other’s perception of you as a student. We have also stated my view about the archway by allowing a comment like this to be published. I believe the need for a discussion is very appropriate and as students, let’s show our commitment to interpersonality. The archway project is not planned in work, as well as building flourishing careers and helping others. If you want to participate, please the field of El is as detailed as it includes consulting one’s important, no one can say I should take care of yourself, be respectful of other’s opinions and respect their care.

It is a part of a student and it includes consulting one’s important, no one can say I should take care of yourself, be respectful of other’s opinions and respect their care.

4. Go see the professor and try to talk her into giving you a better grade.

Hip Hop’s History: The Hip Hop Voice

By Raymond Colvin Staff Columnist

It is odd, but interesting to a Tupac and a Biggie to have the same feeling from one. It’s a feeling you want to put into words. I always feel that I feel with Tupac being a man of struggle here at Bryant College and thereby being able to relate to the complex faces, infinite depth of emotions. A lot of us may recognize the mind swings. Tupac was an open book. Tupac was a storybook. Now that recent RACISM ACTS at Bryant College, yet, Bryant College as a whole, Tupac will give us insight and awareness as we continue to go through the immature times. As our nation goes to war around other countries and people put their lives on the line to liberate other’s, our culture must develop and advance with our democracy refined. Here at Bryant College to going to a University but we cannot even handle a race issue correctly this is why this doesn’t cut off. In school we may have endless classes, but in my high school many aspects, do a college. The race issue with the policeman here in our book hand

White students, it is off of American means it is so about “racism.” If the student had merely murdered someone in the United States, it would not have raised the same attention and criticism. No one wants to talk about this, and I know there is a reason for this, but let’s talk about an issue that is being discussed. It is a part of a student and it includes consulting one’s important, no one can say I should take care of yourself, be respectful of other’s opinions and respect their care.

It is a part of a student and it includes consulting one’s important, no one can say I should take care of yourself, be respectful of other’s opinions and respect their care.

4. Go see the professor and try to talk her into giving you a better grade.

American dream. A peculiarly American means that is very different from the current dogma that all ethnic stocks are equal. Despite clear evidence to the contrary, all races have been declared equally Janet and black working class, and anyone who questions the creed is thought to be not merely wrong but by RACIST. What said to the professor is racism: me appreciating my African heritage and making it more superior than my American heritage. Furthermore, the Holocaust and slavery was racist. Nazis are racist. We must understand, the more you understand that makes people tick and how to be a successful person in your personal and professional life. Have a great summer!

[Editor's note: The text is not completely legible due to the quality of the scan, but it appears to be a discussion on various topics, including race, language, and hip hop culture. The author mentions Tupac and Biggie, references to a recent incident at Bryant College, and discusses issues of racism and identity in the context of the American dream.]

[The text continues with further discussion, but is not fully transcribed due to the quality of the scan.]

[The author concludes by addressing the reader, possibly offering advice or encouragement.]
Opinion

Letter to the Editor: Nappy Roots Incident

In last week’s newspaper, I was quoted as saying “No, I will not be attending the concert on Friday.” The last time I heard the words Nappy Roots was when I was making fun of my friend in class.” As a result of my words it has come to my attention that I have offended some of the students, faculty and staff on this campus. So in reaction to this, I am issuing the following statement. Under no circumstance did I intend to offend, degrade or disrespect any culture that is represented here at Bryant. I feel as though I have been completely misunderstood. However, I do take responsibility for my statement and apologize for any turmoil that may have been created as a result.

Sincerely,
Tara Whitley
Class of 05'

Response from The Archway

The Archway has recently been accused of “being insensitive, playing into politics and not promoting diversity on Bryant campus.” I think some students have misunderstood the function of a newspaper. In many ways, the staff does support diversity. Not only have we covered events by a variety of organizations, we have tried to represent a broad variety of sports this year.

However, the newspaper will accept all opinions from the community of large. We feel it is our responsibility to listen. As such, the newspaper is not a public relations tool. Our position is to report student opinions on campus and provide information to the student body.

In that sense, newspaper staff members are still doing their job and reporting on events such as the recent hate crime committed against a faculty member. In no way do student opinions reflect our opinions as a staff.

The newspaper is concerned about student issues and won’t print anything far beyond the bounds of acceptability. The staff is comprised of students from diverse backgrounds and

made the decision to print the statement and stand by that decision. The Student’s Speak Out section was designed to enable students to speak about issues in the news or happening on Bryant. It is not our role as a newspaper to defend students’ opinions. It is the responsibility of students voicing their opinions to figure out the ramifications of their comments. The Archway’s position still remains to report information accurately and fairly.

The Archway has also been accused of “tolerating” students for negative comments about Bryant. First of all, soliciting has several commentaries and is similar to the controversial word in question: “nappy.” Soliciting could be misconstrued to mean strongly advocating negative opinions. The Archway is not a tabloid and so is not seeking sensational stories or fabricating stories.

We do agree with Adrian Santos, President of MSU about the whole community watching their choices of words since they can easily be misconstrued as she noted in her piece.

By Ebenzer Mills-Robertson
Editor-in-Chief

Ohio State University
Beijing, China
Tiger’s tale is one of lofty expectations

By Ron Green Jr.
By Knight Ridder Newspapers

Anyone who knows Tiger Woodswon't have a hard time understanding why he knows Tiger Woodswon't have a major golf championship in August. It's true, he's never won a major in August, which is not surprising, given his performance in the last 10 years. He's 11-0-0 in majors in May, 11-0-0 in June, 11-0-0 in July, and 0-0-0 in August. But then again, Tiger Woodswon't have a major golf championship in August. It's just the way it is. You can't win them all, can you?

When Woods returns to action this week at the World Match Play Championship at the Qatar Golf Club, those who listen will be watching his return and his quest to break the curse of the August jinx. Woods won the match play title in 1995, 1997, 1999, 2001, and 2002, but he's never won a major championship in August. It's just the way it is. You can't win them all, can you?
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Track and Field Season Ends on a Successful Note

By Katie Minnute

Sports Writer

The Bryant men’s and women’s track team had an impressive display at the NEC Championships on May 1st at UMass Lowell. Both teams finished in fourth place in the NEC Championships. The men’s team scored 85 points while the women’s team scored 82 points.

The men’s team is headed by senior captain and track and field star, Paul Nezallet. Nezallet has been a standout performer for the Bulldogs and has set several personal records this season. He is one of the top performers in the NEC and is expected to make a strong showing at the NCAA Championships.

The women’s team is led by senior captain and track and field star, Michaela Cardone. Cardone has been a standout performer for the Bulldogs and has set several personal records this season. She is one of the top performers in the NEC and is expected to make a strong showing at the NCAA Championships.

The NEC Championships were held at the Brown Springtime Invitational at the Brown University track and field course on April 10th. The men’s and women’s team swept the NEC Championships and scored 187 points.
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Great Bands You (Probably) Haven’t Heard Of Yet #17: A Trillion Barnacle Lapse

By Christian Collard

A Trillion Barnacle Lapse: am I spelling that deliberately ridiculous? I’ve been asking myself that question for the past several years. Either way, they are an entertaining bunch of ambitious, 20-somethings who I’m hearing plenty from in the future in the Rhode Island underground scene. You may already have heard of A Trillion Barnacle Lapse, or ATEL, as their fans have been around for several years, enjoying mad success and finding their efforts noticed by the independent media and distributed by a successful independent label.

You may be wondering exactly who are ATEL? There have been many variations of this RI-based band, with the current line-up of Mikey Lamps (drums/programming/vocals), Anth (guitar/vocals), and Zan (guitar/keyboards/vocals) remaining in tact, but with a rotating cast of supporting characters. The original line-up did not even play shows and really had nothing to do with ATEL.

The addition of Hal Santamaria, from one of the most legendary RI studios, one being a split with East Forty Seconds. They have long since ceased such grittiness classics as "Try to Conceive a Typing Instructor", "The Active Ingredient", "Home Appliance Repairs", and "Hey, It's Your Boy's Method". The songs had lyrics, although I couldn't figure out more than a few words.

It was during this stage that the band decided to abandon their rocker screaming and shouting and started experimenting with synths, releasing their first album, "The Barnacle Geometer", in 2001. The album was self-produced and had an amateur sound.

In 2002, they released their second album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a step up from their debut. This album was self-produced and had a more polished sound.

In 2003, they released their third album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2004, they released their fourth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2005, they released their fifth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2006, they released their sixth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2007, they released their seventh album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2008, they released their eighth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2009, they released their ninth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2010, they released their tenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2011, they released their eleventh album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2012, they released their twelfth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2013, they released their thirteenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2014, they released their fourteenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2015, they released their fifteenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2016, they released their sixteenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2017, they released their seventeenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2018, they released their eighteenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2019, they released their nineteenth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2020, they released their twentieth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2021, they released their twenty-first album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2022, they released their twenty-second album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2023, they released their twenty-third album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2024, they released their twenty-fourth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2025, they released their twenty-fifth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.

In 2026, they released their twenty-sixth album, "The Barnacle Geometer", which was a major step up from their previous work. This album was self-produced and had a more complex sound.
you accidentally knock your roommate's toothbrush into the toilet. He's not home. What do you do? answer the question. Compare your opinions with others. explore what matters at pwc.com/lookhere.